
 

Villanova Basketball Chants 2013-2014 Season 
 

National Anthem 
Everyone starts singing the National Anthem around “That our flag was still there” quietly. It soon gets louder and 
ends with “And the home, of the, CATS!!!” (yell CATS) and that usually will start a Let’s Go Nova chant.  

In-Game Chants: 
Bounce-Bounce-Pass 

As a player has the ball, to distract them, you start literally saying what they do. Every dribble you yell “Bounce”, 
until they “Pass” and finally end with “Shot” when they shoot.  

Winning and You Know It 
This song is when you’re winning (obviously) and it is the same melody as “if you’re happy and you know it clap 
your hands”  
So the song goes: “If you’re winning and you know it clap your hands , if you’re winning and you know it clap your 
hands, if you’re winning and you know it and you really wanna show it if you’re winning and you know it clap your 
hands” then the opposite for if you’re losing and you know it. However, instead of clapping your hands, you just 
point at the other team’s bench. So if you’re losing and you know it clap your hands (everyone is silent and points 
to them) if you’re losing and you know it clap your hands. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPG1ukbebkA 

Scoreboard Chant (Only if we’re 100% going to win near end of game) 
1 group of 5 people lead the chant and everyone else chimes in. 
Small Group (points at scoreboard): IS THAT NOT THE SCOREBOARD 
Large Group (points at scoreboard): YES THAT IS THE SCOREBOARD 
Small Group(points at scoreboard, says our score): IS THAT NOT A SIXTY-TWO 
Large Group (points at scoreboard): YES THAT IS A SIXTY-TWO 
Small Group(points at scoreboard, says their score): IS THAT NOT A FIFTY-ONE 
Large Group (points at scoreboard): YES THAT IS A FIFTY-ONE 
Small Group(points at our bench): IS THAT NOT THE WINNING TEAM 
Large Group (points at our bench): YES THAT IS THE WINNING TEAM 
Small Group(points at their bench): IS THAT NOT THE LOSING TEAM 
Large Group (points at their bench): YES THAT IS THE LOSING TEAM 
Now everyone at once goes back and forth pointing at benches 4 times saying WINNING TEAM, LOSING TEAM x4 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpT_FC44q0w 
 

Opposing Player fouls out of the game 
 

Each time he takes a step…“LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT...” When he finally sits on the bench: “SIT DOWN!” 
 
Free Throws:  
Sit Down, Shut Up 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPG1ukbebkA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpT_FC44q0w


Everyone in the student section sits down and is SILENT while the opposing player is shooting free throws 
Point and Laugh 

Everyone points and laughs at the opposing player shooting free throws 
Arms 

Everyone starts hands on left or right side, then quickly waves them to the opposite side as the player shoots 


